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welCome to our november Quarterly newsletter In thIs Issue...

Summit of Meenard Mountain 
b Brendan O’Reilly

We have a great line up this quarter. For walking 
in the Dublin Mountains, we have Tom Barragry, 
who had turned his attention to Lough Bray 
and the house there. For those exploring their 
locality we’ve got Colin Murphy on finishing off 
his Local Hundred. We are honoured to have 
Rob Woodall, the first person to bag the 1500+ 
British Marilyns etc, writes about his expeditions 
to Ireland. Sharron Schwartz reviews a book on 
walking on the Kungsleden (Sweden). There are  
tracks shared and summit comments and the 
usual pictures of the month and our Challenge 
section.

Our next annual is coming Feb, copy welcome now. Tell us what you 
have been doing in 2019 in a few notes, or send a full feature article. Many 
topics and styles welcome along with photos. Succinct and brief please!

Some news. MountainViews is meeting 
members of the new Hillwalking Committee 
of Mountaineering Ireland to discuss major 
summit lists for Ireland. Watch this space.

baggers without borders 
members who visit summits abroad may be 
interested in this specialist group initiated by 
mark trengrove.

This new Google Forum is for those dedicated 
to the activity of bagging peaks across the 
world, without the confinement of national 
or geographical borders. You can use the forum 
for asking advice about particular peaks, routes, 
invitations to bagging expeditions etc, and to record 
your year-end bagging totals.

You can self-register for the Forum 
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/baggingwithoutborders
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In a comment posted on 
october 6th, ceadeile 
kindly informs us that 
the short steep path 
up to the summit of 
Croghan, Co kilkenny, 
is now overgrown. 
make a morning (or 
afternoon) out of it then 
by following a longer 
route under ceadeile’s 
heading: “a pleasant 
6kms walk on good 
Forest trails”. 

plenty of parking at 
S67033 45777 . The 
shortest way up is from S 
6694 4570  where there 
is a steep vehicle track 
leading directly to the 
summit but as one nears 
the summit this track 
has become overgrown 
with gorse and briars. It 

is also quite steep and slippery in places One can overcome these 
difficulties if sufficiently determined or stubborn but a more pleasant 
walk is available over good forest tracks as follows.
Enter forest at S 67108 45895. After around 60 metres, at S 67075 
45937, turn SW (left) and walk for 200m to where the track swings 
round NW. Keep following the track for 1725 metres to a junction 
at S 65483 46245. Turn SE (left) and follow track for 1150m to the 
summit.
The highest point seems to be between two electricity supply poles.
 Original comment: mountainviews.ie/summit/1086/

The Summit area Croghan, County KIlkenny b ceadeile

PLACE 
COMMENT 

OF THE 
MONTH

How to make a 
Long waLk out 
of a SHort HiLL

Croghan (365m), south midlands

The short steep way up Croghan b katekat



a ‘never again’ 
moment
So unremarkable 
is Camenabologue 
Se Top in Wicklow, 
that’s it barely 
worth the effort, 
report both ewen 
and wicklore 
in separate 
comments.

Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/171/comment/4931/

not even a carbon 
footprint…
a circuit of the 
aghlas in Donegal’s 
Derryveagh Mts 
proved extremely 
satisfying for 
ochils_trekker, with 
magnificent wild 
scenery and not 
a solitary human 
footprint in sight.

Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/336/comment/20658/

regIons:  mountaIn Comments |  trIp reports |  traCks |  summarIes

westeast

east
a sweet, iconic 
mountain.
arguably the most 
climbed hill in 
Ireland thanks to its 
proximity to Dublin  
and the easy access 
to Wiclow’s Great 
Sugar Loaf. But there 
are alternatives to 
the easy way, reports 
simon3.
Link: mountainviews.
ie/summit/455/
comment/5214/

b ochils_trekker

The Great Sugar Loaf from the South b Simon3



the simple joys of the Dartrys
a relatively easy ascent of 
Thur Mountain by magnumpig 
rewards with wonderful views 
of the Dartrys and upper 
Lough Macnean.
Link: mountainviews.ie/
summit/644/comment/20669/

the highpoints of the mournes
On a pleasant, clear October evening, wicklore can clearly identify 
almost a dozen fine summits in the Mournes.
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/79/comment/20670/

gorse, heather, brambles and bracken!
Feede Hill in Slieve Gullion’s summit offers the contrasting 
pleasantness of fine South Armagh views, with some unpleasant 
tangles of spiky growth, says Fergalh.
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/1242/comment/15825/

simple but special
a lesser known top in Slieve Mish, Knockafeehane is a relatively easy 
ascent, but has great views of the sweep of Inch Strand and beyond, 
says paddyhillsbagger.
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/1142/comment/15386/ 

a lot of effort for a little hill
Fermoyle Hill will definitely not be on may people’s top ten Iveragh 
list, but this little hill is quite demanding, says Fergalh, and provides 
spectacular panoramas from its top. 
Link: mountainviews.ie/summit/1285/comment/20668/

regIons:  mountaIn Comments |  trIp reports |  traCks |  summarIes

west

north

b wicklore

b magnumpig

north

south

b paddyhillsbagger

south
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traCk oF the month - sIerra nevaDa 

length: 20.5km Time taken: 6h54m 
asCent: 2189m  DesCent: 1280m plaCes: Start at Lon -3.37009, Lat 37.0661, 
end at Lon -3.3868, Lat 37.0951 3.5km NW from Start.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/report/4226/

View from Veleta towards Mulahacen b David Owens

spanIsh InQuIsItIon
This month’s selection sees MV stalwart onzy visiting the Sierra 
nevada mountains of southern Spain, climbing the tourist mountain 
of Veleta (location of europe’s highest road) before venturing off 
into more adventurous territory with three more summits of over 
3000m, a lot of clambering (and vertical ascent) and a section 
on chains to contend with, all played out on a strikingly barren 
landscape.

north side of Tajos de la Virgen ridge
b David Owens

Tourists on Veleta b David Owens
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TRaCKS

East: 
ups on Downs
simon3 has submitted a charming-looking pub-based ramble 
around the Local! Historical! Cultural! eminence of Downs Hill in 
Wicklow. Starting from (and possibly never actually leaving) the 
Grove Bar in Drummin, a bit of a road walk and an unpromising-
looking entry to the trees leads to easy walking and some 
surprisingly extensive views for something so low and arboreally-
smothered. It’s very much the work of just a few hours, leaving plenty 
of time for further fun and games on the numerous nearby and 
accessible eminences.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/report/4224/

north:
belfast’s back 
garden
The highest of 
the Belfast Hills is 
handily placed both 
for that very city 
and for your track 
reviewer when he 
guilts himself into 
a bit of exercise. 
Divis has come a 
long way from its 

aloofness and inaccessibility of years gone by, and now presents 
itself very much as a large municipal park for locals with decent 
amenities and trails that leads round, up and over the mountain. The 
uploaded track is your track reviewer’s favoured outing, taking the 
slightly-misleadingly-monikered Ridge Trail around and over Black 
Hill to the top, and descends the Summit Trail to regain the start. The 
first has excellent views of the Mournes and the city, the latter a fine 
prospect of the surprisingly bleak interior towards Lough neagh. 
nice cafe too.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/report/4214/

traCks

The views to the east and coast b Simon Stewart
Divis from the Ridge Trail

b peter Walker



Regions: MoUnTAin CoMMenTs - TRiP RePoRTs - TRACKs - sUMMARies

TRaCKS
south East: 
Coppa sulphate
ceadeile has submitted a track 
visiting the newly-tree-devoid 
summit of Coppanagh in the wilds 
of Kilkenny, with forestry roads 
providing an easyish passage to a 
final section on muddy paths and 

trackless terrain where tree stumps impersonate trig points. It’s less 
than an hour’s walking, so allows for visits to other nearby eminences 
such as Croghan to the north, or the more substantial County Top of 
Brandon Hill to the south.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/report/4217/

spain:
Circling vultures
Over on the continent pyrenean 
habitué David-guenot has been 
continuing to wander their summits 
in his lone and peakbagging fashion. 
This month he has uploaded a track 
visiting the pic de pouy usclat, a 
relatively easy walk for a very high 
mountain area (comparatively) 
with stunning views over a vast 
landscape, and opportunities for 
viewing wildlife very different to that 
seen at home (where we tend to 
have only metaphorical, rather than 
literal vultures).
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/
report/4223/

north:
around and a scout
MV stalwart wicklore has been out and about with Scouting 

Ireland and taking part in the 
annual ulster Mountain pursuit 
Challenge, an event with variants 
taking place in each province. 
This year’s ulster incarnation 
spent a varied weekend in the 
Mournes, based around the 
summits to the west of the 
annalong valley, with heavy loads 
and a couple of overnight camps 
thrown in. The route is a more 
than decent day’s walk in itself, 
but the accompanying notes 
give a decent insight into the 
tribulations of longer periods in 
the hills.
Link: mountainviews.ie/track/
report/4228/

TRACKs South from the summit of the pouy-usclat b David Guenot



s u m m I t e e r I n g

unlike in the similarly titled Mel Gibson movie, (which is actually very 
good!), thankfully, I did not spend my summer in a Mexican prison 
but engaged in a much more enjoyable pursuit.

earlier in the year I found myself pondering if I should tackle 
another list, having recently completed my Vandeleur-Lynams, and 

having already finished the Arderins, County Highpoints and High-
est 100, I wondered – where next? Up to that point, I hadn’t really 
thought about the Local 100 as I never felt it would be a rewarding 
enough challenge. Were they worth the effort, I pondered? In mid-
May I had 32 remaining, having completed the first 68 as part of the 

How i Spent my Summer Vacation
setting his sights closer to home, 
coLin murpHy tackles his local 100

Little Sugar Loaf b Colin Murphy



other lists but I had a feeling that from my personal point of view, be-
ing a Dubliner, a lot of the rest would be uninteresting boggy bumps 

in Wicklow or south Dub-
lin. Having said that, at 
least the Local 100 has the 
advantage of not having 
to spend four or five hours 
driving to Kerry, Mayo, 
Donegal etc. In fact, the 
most ‘remote’ hill from my 
house was just over one 
hour’s drive.

So to make the chal-
lenge more interesting 

I decided to make an effort to complete the lot in 6 months. To this 
end I set out a cunning plan…I made a map indicating the location 
of every remaining top. I would then pick 4/5/6 in relatively close 
proximity and try to bag them all in a day. Some were relatively low 
Binnions, but the plus side was that a considerable number could be 
bagged in a return walk of less than an hour. One, Robber’s pass Hill, 
literally took ten minutes 
and Carrigoona Com-
mons east took twenty, 
although both offered 
wonderful panoramas.

Before each trip I 
planned fairly meticulous-
ly in order to maximise the 
day’s bagging potential. 
using mountainviews.ie, 
I worked out as precisely 
as possible the route to 
each top. I also went on Google Maps and gave myself a rough idea 
of each driving route and precise starting/parking location. pick-
ing my days carefully i.e. dry, preferably sunny forecast, I headed off 

early-ish, (usually 7am or 7.30) and would be ready to start walking 
an hour or so later. Many, but certainly not all of the tops involved 
walking through Coillte forest tracks, and indeed a handful were, as 
expected, boggy or forested bumps, but as Homer philosophised, 
it is not so much the destination that brings reward, but the journey 
there. and so it proved, as early in the summer the woods are awash 
with masses of foxgloves, woodsage, cowslips and furze, making for 
extremely colourful walks. Wildlife also abounded, and over the sum-
mer I encountered countless deer, hares, a couple of foxes, lots of 
birds of prey and a myriad of butterfly species.  

So I spent my summer doing a quick bag, hopping in the car 
and driving a few km, then bagging another and repeating all day 
until I’d completed 5 or 6. Despite their relatively low elevation, this 
proved exhausting, yet very rewarding, as I got to experience an ec-
lectic mix of landscapes in every corner of Wicklow/Dublin, from the 
heights of Scarr north West, overlooking the Glenmacnass Waterfall 
and its sweeping valley, to the much more diminutive Bray Head Hill, 
with its tremendous views along the east coast. even initially unat-

s u m m I t e e r I n g

Ballinafunshoge b Colin Murphy

Little Sugar Loaf b Colin Murphy

Trooperstown Hill 
b Colin Murphy



s u m m I t e e r I n g

tractive tops like Ballyguile 
Hill, whose ascent starts 
in a housing estate and 
whose track is initially 
litter-strewn, presents fine 
coastal views from its 
summit. The likes of Troop-
erstown Hill, covered in a 
colourful blanket of heath-
er and furze made for very 
pleasant gentle uphill 
walking, as did similarly 
adorned Slievecorragh. 

But of course, even some of Wicklow’s high points turned out to be 
personal low points. Slieve Mann, for instance, was a painful, muddy 
trudge up a steep slope through densely packed woodland and its 
summit was entirely viewless. Saggart Hill was litter strewn at the start 
of the short track and topped by masts and concrete buildings, and 

Slieveroe, al-
though present-
ing great views 
of the Blessing-
ton Lakes on the 
ascent, could 
only be reached 
by plough-
ing through a 
5m-deep wall 
of gorse and 
briars!

But despite 
these minor 
bumps, both 
real and figurative, I ultimately reached my goal and even finished 
5 weeks ahead of deadline, an average of 6.4 summits a month. So 
overall, ascending Wicklow’s lesser-scaled hills was a thoroughly re-
warding experience. and if you happen to live in the neighbourhood 
of Kerry, Cork, Galway, Mayo, Donegal or Down, doing you own 
personal Local 100 should prove an even more gratifying adventure. 
So get out there and bag some Locals! 

Ballinafunshoge b Colin Murphy

Carrick Mountain b Colin Murphy

Fair Mountain b Colin Murphy



h I s to r I C a l

by tom Barragry
hillwalkers in the Dublin mountains are likely to come across the 
two lough brays, just 2km east of kippure and near glencree with 
its famous reconciliation centre.  From the hillwalking heights you 
can often see tantalising glimpses of a historic house beside the 
northern lough.  this is its story as told by tom barragry.
Lough Bray in County Wicklow, comprises two lakes, the upper 
and Lower, derived from ice masses  that were torn and sheared 
away  from the granite by sliding glacier aeons ago. Lough Bray 
upper and Lower are known as Corrie Lakes, carved out by the 
freezing and thawing of masses of ice which sank downhill under 
gravity, abrading vertical surfaces of the granite rock face as 
they tumbled, with the resulting erosion and deep excavation of 
the hollow by shear forces. Corrie lakes are always high-altitude 
mountainous lakes with a steep northerly or north-easterly facing 
back wall around our latitudes. The massif over upper Lough 

Bray faces north, as is the case with all corrie lakes, because the 
ice always formed on the coldest side.  after the establishment of 
Glencree barracks and the building of the Military Road in the early 
nineteenth century, the jutting promontory of the  eagle’s Crag 
served  a look out post for surveillance over the winding  Military 
Road down  below.

nowadays, eagles and peregrine falcons are commonly seen 
flying over the crag or over the ridge on  the lower lake. 
Walkers heading up to the rocky granite prominence known as 
the eagles Crag, just above  lower Lough Bray in Co Wicklow, are 
well familiar with the beautiful white house which nestles on the 
south facing  shore of the lower lake way below them. The house 
goes back quite a long way in time and has an interesting history. 
Situated in the head of the Glencree valley  it used to be part of 
the  large estate owned by the Powerscourt/Wingfield family who 

LougH Bray HouSe 
and mcguirkS tea 
roomS
a short history

Lower Lough Bray from eagles Crag b Bernie Morrow



originally built a small summer house there as a shooting lodge in 
the early 1800’s.  The La Touche family subsequently lived in the 
house as also did some of the Guinesses. at the western end of 
the lower lake,  which comprises 37 acres, a beach was created by 
bringing up cartloads of sand all the way from Brittas bay.  a small 
gate lodge was built on the military road entrance, at the  edge of 
the Lough Bray demesne and this gate lodge subsequently became 
known as Mc Guirk’s Tea Rooms. 

The original powerscourt shooting lodge was a  relatively 
modest cottage and it  was subsequently redesigned and rebuilt 
as a much larger house  and was presented to Sir phillip Crampton, 
a well-known surgeon from the Meath hospital.  Various reports 
say this was for his successful medical attendance on a member 
of the powerscourt family, or of the Lord Lieutenant/Viceroy,  or 
for his  service to Queen Victoria.  Whatever the real reason it is 
undoubtedly true that he was a well-known and hugely  eminent 
surgeon with a spectacular reputation.  Having also had an extensive 

medical practice, it would not be surprising that he had many 
influential contacts and presumably also many satisfied  patients in 
the upper classes and  in the ascendancy of Ireland and england the 
time. It was Crampton, amidst a galaxy of other medical stars who 
originally  put the Meath Hospital on the european medical map, as a 
leading teaching hospital of the time.
The Irish Penny Journal of August 1st 1840, which ran a cover story 
on Lough Bray House, stated as follows :
”The house is in the old English style of architecture, highly 
picturesque, and in all respects worthy of the  refined taste of  the 
late Mr William Morrison, the distinguished architect by whom it was 
erected. It was erected for Sir Phillip Crampton, at the expense of his 
grace  the Duke of 
Northumberland, 
who while  Viceroy 
of Ireland had spent 
some happy days in 
this romantic spot 
with Sir Phillip,  in a 
cottage of humbler 
pretensions,  which 
had occupied 
the site and was 
accidentally burned. 
The gift was one 
equally  worthy of 
the illustrious donor, 
and the talented and 
estimable receiver, 
and there will be few 
of our readers  who 
will not join us  in the 
wish that  he may 
long live to enjoy it.”

h I s to r I C a l

Loug Bray South



Sir phillip Crampton’s son, John, was distinguished watercolour artist 
and painted the following  picture of the house in 1830 :-

 Clearly the 
house did 
not change 
very much 
over the next 
sixty years 
as the old 
photo from 
the nLI’s 
Lawrence 
collection 
shows in 
1890:-

sir phillip Crampton of lough bray house
He was born in Dublin in 1777, and was descended from a 
nottinghamshire family that had  settled in Ireland in the reign of 
Charles  2nd (1630—1685) . Entering the army as assistant surgeon,  
he saw active service during the 1798  rebellion, where he became 
an acquaintance  of Wolfe Tone. 

He was appointed chief surgeon to the Meath Hospital in Dublin, 
a post he held until his death at his Dublin home in Merrion Square 
in 1858 at age 81. He had an exceptionally  distinguished medical 
career in Ireland, and  england, and was very well known in europe.  
In 1813  he was appointed Surgeon General  to the forces in  Ireland  
and he was surgeon to the Queen in Ireland, a member of the Senate 
of  Queens university of Ireland and was four times president of the 
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland. He had a particular interest in 
anatomy and formed the first school of anatomy and surgery in the 
city. He was a pioneer in the surgical removal of bladder stones as 
well as in bone surgery and dislocations. He published many seminal 
papers in “The Lancet” and “British Medical Journal”, and indeed 
upon his death, the British Medical Journal devoted an entire page 
and a half for an obituary to him. His fame was european and he had 
an immense practice both  privately and in hospitals. He was also  
interested in the zoological sciences,  and published medical papers 
describing the muscles in the eyes of birds. This general interest 
in biology no doubt was perhaps one of the reasons that he was 
one of the founder members of the  Dublin Zoo. He was later to be 
president of Dublin Zoo on  four occasions. a memorial fountain to 
him  (the Crampton Memorial) was erected in Dublin at the junction 
of Pearse St  and D’Olier Street in 1862 but was taken down for 
repairs in 1959 and never reassembled.

sir John Fiennes  Crampton  1805-1886
Sir philip’s eldest son, John Twistleton Crampton,  who had spent 
much of his early life in the Crampton’s country  house at Lough 
Bray, had a most colourful  and somewhat eccentric career as an 

h I s to r I C a l
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international British diplomat. He was a distinguished artist and 
painted a well-known watercolour of  Lough Bray house in 1830.  
a number of his paintings hang in the national Gallery in London. 
He entered the diplomatic service and was posted to St petersburg 
in 1828, Brussels in 1834, Vienna in 1839 and Berne in 1844.  His 
most important post was Washington, where he served from 1845 
to 1856.  During his time in St Petersburg he painted a number 
of famous watercolours of Russian scenes, and Russian Cossacks, 
which became collectors’ items.  He married Victoria Balfe, who later 
divorced him. She was a celebrated singer and the daughter of the 
Irish composer Michael Balfe, who wrote “The Bohemian Girl”

In 1845, he was transferred to Washington and acted as chargé 
d’affaires from May 1847 to August 1856. He was fired from his post 
having caused a diplomatic row in Washington due to what was seen 
as his pro-British interference in the Crimean War.

the house later on
In the last 80 years the big house  changed hands several times as 
a private residence. Sited on the south facing shore of Lower Lough 

Bray, it can only be seen from the opposite side – from the ridge-top 
path that leads to the eagle’s Crag.  apart  from the Crampton family, 
Lough Bray house saw many different owners and celebrity visitors 
over the years  including the Guinness,  La Touche,  powerscourt and 
Slazenger families. The house was visited by Oscar Wilde on quite a 
number of occasions and also by John Mc Cormack, who allegedly 
practised his singing there. a good friend of McCormack, James 
Joyce visited there also. The American film director Robert Altman 
used the house and demesne as a set for his  movie “Images” in 
1971, starring Susannah York.

the gate lodge- mc guirks 
Lough Bray demesne originally comprised the Lodge itself, the 
gamekeeper’s house and, out at the roadside, a gate lodge, 
believed to be the highest inhabited house in Ireland, later known as 
‘McGuirk’s of Lough Bray’.

The playwright  J.M.Synge stayed there on many occasions  and 
was said to have been inspired as a result to write “The Shadow of 

McGuirks Tea Rooms circa 1928
b uCD Folklore arcives Dept

McGuirks Cottage, 
Lough Bray 1905



h I s to r I C a l

the Glen” in 1903  (the play was set in an isolated cottage in county 
Wicklow) 

On 28 June 1907, Synge, who was an inveterate walker, again 
spent a happy two-week stay in the roadside gate lodge, at the 
entrance to Lough Bray House.
He found peace there after the furore that had surrounded the 
staging of “The playboy of the Western World” at the beginning 
of that year. Synge also wrote his poem “To the Oaks of Glencree” 
during his visit in 1907.
The gate lodge was also one of Oliver St John Gogarty’s favourite 
places for a summer’s outing and he visited a number of times, 
featuring  in the visitor’s book of 1915.  Gogarty was the true  
renaissance man –  he was a surgeon in the Meath Hospital,  but 
also a talented literary man, poet and playwright,  a good friend of 
WB Yeats, Lord Dunsany, and James Joyce, ( he features as Buck 
Mulligan in Joyce’s “ulysses) and many other famous literati of the 
time. It begs the question:-  if Gogarty was a frequenter of McGuirk’s 
premises….who else of note might have accompanied him on his 
visits. ?  Mrs McGuirk’s kept a visitor’s book which every person 
dutifuhlly signed and this book served as a wonderful “who’s who” of 
all the various artistic, cultural, and bohemian visitors to Lough Bray 
at  the early part of the 20th century.  Friends of the artists Nathanial 
Hone, & William Orpen are also rumoured to have  been visitors 
there.

Many of the old walking clubs  of the early century, figured in the 
visitors’ books at McGuirks, namely the UCD Walking Club in 1929 & 
the Brothers of the Lug in the 1927.

Mc Guirks became a focus and socializing  point for all local 
hikers and walkers from around  1910 onwards, as well as serving as  
a meeting place and guest house for  various artists, writers, and for  
many of the bohemian celebrities of   the time. 

Lough Bray house today

Mc Guirks Tea House  Site Today .  no longer a tearoom though often touring buses stop 
near here to view Lough Bray north.



s u m m I t e e r I n g

Ireland is one of those places I keep coming back to - then head 
home to dry out, and come back in a decade to see if the climate has 
changed. 

I’ve been over five times for various hill-list purposes. The first, 
often the case with British baggers, was the Furths* as we Brits call 
them; the 3000 footers, over a long weekend, May 1990. We arrived 
at the end of a heat wave: Brandon was gorgeous, the Reeks weren’t, 
the Galtees were fine. Lugnaquilla was clagged in: the maps were 
pretty basic in those days (1-inch maps with 250ft contours; half-inch 
maps with 100ft contours) and I navigated off the summit directly 
to an unmapped clifftop. Back to summit, same again. Turning left 
worked.

The 1997 trip was even shorter, a couple of evening  hours for 
Slieve Donard at the start of a challenge to bag the uK Four peaks 
inside 24 hours: toe in the Irish Sea, up the hill, run down, fast ferry 
to Stranraer, then Ben nevis, Scafell pike, Snowdon then to the Menai 
Strait to finish next evening. 

2004 and 2005: two fortnight trips, hoping May might be the dry 
season, focused on the 2000 footers (the Hewitts P30m list: Clem 
Clements TaCit table with the wonderfully detailed footnotes), also 
the County Tops. also two less well known lists: the Fifty Finest and 
the Kirks. The first (a concept imported from the USA, one of their 
better ideas) comprises Ireland’s fifty most prominent summits. In 
topography, prominence measures the height of a mountain or hill’s 
summit relative to the lowest contour line encircling it but contain-
ing no higher summit within it. It is a measure of the independence 
of a summit – en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topographic_prominence. By 

We are grateful for this account of rob woodall, the 
English summit bagger extraordinaire, and a visitor to 
Ireland on a few occasions over many years (his favourite 
Irish mountain is Brandon). 
An autobio and a glossary of terms is included at the end 
of the article.roB woodaLL 

ViSitS ireLand

Rob Woodall on Mt St Helens, Washington State b alan Bernier



this measure, #1 is Carrauntoohil the island highpoint, #2 is Brandon 
Mountain – if you locate the key col connecting it to Carrauntoohil, 
(22m, a point Se of Tralee) the minimum possible net reascent is 
930m – hence 930m of topographical prominence – P930. #3 is 
Lugnaquillia P838m. #4 is Slieve Donard P825, #5 is Galtymore P821. 
notice how prominence takes you all over Ireland, while height 
confines you to Kerry (the 8 highest are all in the Reeks). The 34 most 
prominent are all quite high - above 600m. The lower order however, 
includes lower peaks such as Garraun 598m P536 in Galway and 
Trostan 550m P512 in Antrim. Last but not least, at #50 is Knockmore 
462m P462, the Clare Island highpoint. 

The second non-traditional list I was pursuing on my 2005 trip 
was a hybrid. John Kirk’s Thousanders consist of hills exceeding 
100m prominence where the sum of their height and prominence 
is at least 1000m. In addition to the high-prominence top-50 peaks, 

the Kirks include some higher peaks with less prominence, such as 
Brandon Peak 840m P178 (840+178=1018) and Tonelagee 817m 
P204 (817+204=1021). These lists are two different takes on what are 
Ireland’s most significant peaks. The weather for these trips? Nice for 
Brandon, again, otherwise mostly wet in the west and north, mostly 
dry in the centre and east.  

Three years into my quest to bag all the uK trig pillars, I noticed a 
few in Ireland too. primaries using the British (OSGB, Hotine) design; 
the smaller OS Ireland trigs without numbered flush brackets; the 
OSnI trigs in the north, with their own numbering system - I tracked 
down OS NI 3000 by trial and error over a spare day or so. A non 
pillar flush bracket on the side of a house below the Sperrins was a 
surprise - we Brits had no idea you had such things (we have more of 
them though).

Less happy memories of 2005 were having the car broken into on 
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Faha Ridge, Brandon b Rob Woodall

Slieve Foye b Rob Woodall
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the outskirts of Belfast, and being buzzed by a helicopter after bag-
ging a P150 with a manned checkpoint on top.

In 2015 I was working on Ian Hardy’s list which includes County 
Tops, range highpoints and islands exceeding 1000 acres. A week-
end trip included Rathlin Island and a few unitary authority Tops. 
Ironically, several of the latter were deleted from hill-bagging.co.uk  
shortly after we’d bagged them, due to a Local Government reorgan-

isation! Luckily none were added.
Strictly there was a sixth trip, but that was plant hunting, and apart 

from re-ascending a Reek for something small, white and rare, I don’t 
recall anything hill related. 

Ken Whyte and Michael earnshaw have completed the Irish 
Hundred Finest list, something I’d never thought of. At joint #99 
are Knockowen 658m and Knocknacappul 638m, both with 330m 
of prominence. The Irish Top 100/P330m list includes 21 summits 
below 500m; the lowest is Castlequin 361m P338 in Kerry. It turns 
out I’ve bagged 73/100. I might have to return. Maybe it will be drier 
next time.

Rob Woodall

Butterwort b Rob Woodall

Faha Ridge, Brandon b Rob Woodall



Rob tells us “Bagging hills since my early 20s. Started with Scottish Munros 
and England and Wales 2000 footers, both in 1990. Donalds followed, then 
Corbetts and Munro Tops, then Wainwrights, Dewey 500m summits; Kirk 
Thousanders. Key big-list firsts include British P150m (1557) and P100m 
summits (2988 in total),  P30m summits of England and Wales down to 
300m height (2469 summits) and British trig pillars (OSGB - 6190 in total).  
In Ireland: Hewitts, County Tops, 50 Most Prominent and  Kirk 1000ers.   
P1500m ultra-prominent summits are the main overseas focus - 319/1539 
to date with no prospect of completing! a decade of mountain running 
included the UK “Big 3” 24-hour challenges - Bob Graham, Paddy Buckley 
and Ramsey Rounds “

*mountaInvIews opInIonateD glossary oF some terms 
useD by brItIsh hIllwalkers as above.
Hill lists in the uK started evolving before those of any other territory.  There are 
many and they are confusing.
Furths  Mountains and less prominent eminences of 3000 foot in Britain or Ireland 
outside Scotland.  There are various lists some with a 30m prominence criterion, 
some not.  note the mixed metric and imperial, a feature of a number of lists.
hewitts “Hills in england, Wales and Ireland over Two Thousand feet” , (named 
after, but not by) Dave Hewitt (who was also the editor of the admirable angry 
Corrie fanzine).  The Hewitt classification was originally proposed by Alan Dawson 
in 1992, and Dave Hewitt was the editor of booklets on the lists for England, Wales 
and Ireland…the name actually abbreviates ‘Hills in england, Wales and Ireland 
above Two Thousand’.
simms  not mentioned in the article but relevant are the Simms proposed by alan 
Dawson which are 600m summits with 30m prominence.  MV includes a list similar 
to the Simms of which there are over 2500 as the “British 600 up” list.
taCit a now largely defunct set of tables. Clem Clements was a noted list compiler 
in Britain who amongst other things created an “Irish Marilyns” list (Irish summits 
with over 150m prominence.)
marilyn list is useful concept of a list defined only by relative height (prominence 
of 150m),  let down by a name that is a puerile joke of the “big girls blouse” ilk  MV 
includes a list of the British Marilyns. 
unitary authority  The equivalent in Ireland are the County Councils of which there 
are 31, that is 6 ore than the traditional 26 counties.  In Northern Ireland there are 
11 districts.

“Garraun 598m P536” means Garraun of height 598m and prominence of 536m.  
MV would principally put an inland summit into a mountain area (Twelve Bens for 
Garraun) rather than a county (Galway) since summit areas often cross county lines.
trig pillars  MV had an extensive article about trig pillars in our annual published 
in February 2019 including what we could find out about Irish ones.
Donalds  Scottish Lowland mountains over 2000 foot, with 100 foot prominence or 
sufficient topographical merit.  Or at least that is one of the definitions;  The SMC 
define Donald hills as those Donald tops which are separated from higher ones by 
17 units, a unit being 1/12 of a mile or a 50 foot contour.
Corbetts  Peaks in Scotland between 2,500 and 3,000 feet with a prominence of 
500 feet.
wainwrights  Are 214 English Lakeland district peaks (locally known as fells – a 
Scandinavian term) given separate chapters in the legendary guides of alfred 
Wainwright
Deweys  Are 426 peaks in England, Wales and the Isle of Man between 500m and 
2000 feet created by Michael Dewey.
myrddyn-Deweys are 200 mountains in Ireland between 500m and 2000 feet.  
MountainViews have always acknowledged this list as the origin of our 500 to 
600m list from our inception in 2002 though we have added to it and modified it 
extensively since.  The list was created by Myrddyn phillips and Michael Dewey.
munro  282 Peaks in Scotland of 3,000 foot elevation and on the Scottish Moun-
taineering Club’s (SMC) list.  While rightly famous and hugely successful, the defini-
tion of the list is by fiat rather than objective measurement. (Some scholars believe 
that Munro DID have selection criteria but never actually said so in writing…’250ft 
prominence’ and ‘time taken between summits’ have been suggested).
munro tops are defined as eminences over 3,000 feet in Scotland lacking the dis-
tinction of separate mountains. Both are SMC lists. There are 227 of these.  So the 
total number of anything called a Munro is 509
50 Finest that Rob climbed are, in this context, the 50 most prominent summits of 
Ireland
100 Finest, the 100 most prominent summits. This is distinct from MountainViews 
100 Best Rated which is uses thousands of members ratings under seven catego-
ries.
Irish hewitts  2000 foot mountain with 30m feet prominence.  Mixed units and 
mixed message in our opinion.
bob graham, paddy buckley and ramsey Rounds, huge 24 hour “fell” or mountain 
running challenges in Britain.
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The Kungsleden (King’s Trail) that 
runs from abisko to Hemavan 
in northern Sweden traverses 
425km of parts of the last remain-
ing wilderness area in europe. 
Much of the trail lies north of 
the arctic Circle and crosses the 
Laponia (Lapland) World Herit-
age Site which is part of Sápmi, 
the homeland of the Sámi people 
(also known as Laplanders). De-
veloped in 1887 by the Svenska 

Turistföreningen (STF), a voluntary organisation founded in 1885 that 
is devoted to promoting outdoor life and knowledge, and the main-
tenance of a variety of trails, huts and hostels throughout Sweden, 
the free to use, no-permit-required Kungsleden offers arguably some 
of the finest trekking in Europe. 

Back in September 2016, when Martin Critchley and I of Purple 
Peak Adventures first trekked the 73km Saltoluokta to Kvikkjokk sec-
tion of the trail in the northern half of the route, there was a paucity 
of anything in english to help us plan our visit. So we relied on on-
line blogs, downloadable guides and YouTube videos, most notably 
those by norwegian-based photographer, Cody Duncan of Distant 
North (see http://www.distantnorth.com) to glean sufficient informa-
tion about the terrain, conditions, transport, facilities, and costs of 
trekking in this remote corner of europe. 

Since then, several articles about the Kungsleden have appeared 

in english. These include a brief description of the Kungsleden in the 
Rough Guide to Sweden, by James proctor and Steve Vickers, avail-
able as an e-book (2017, pp. 347-9); ‘Europe’s Last Great Wilderness’ 
by nick Warner (Trail Magazine, December 2016 pp. 58-63), and ‘The 
King’s Trail’ by Fran Lynch and Fióna Gallagher (Irish Mountain Log, 
Spring 2018, issue 125, pp. 48-51). After our first visit (we have since 
returned to this part of Sweden on three more occasions), we dis-
covered a guidebook in english by Fredrik neregård at a STF shop: 
Kungsleden: A Complete Guide to the Most Spectacular Northern 
parts of the King’s Trail (Calazo Förlag AB, Stockholm, 2016, ISBN 978 
91 88335 08 1; pp. 277). But this guidebook isn’t widely known or 
available outside of Sweden, and it only covers the northern section 
of the trail from abisko to Kvikkjokk, so imagine our delight when we 
discovered that Cicerone has just published a comprehensive guide 
that covers the entire length of the 425km route.

Mike Liang is an experienced international trekker and mountain-
eering instructor based in Snowdonia, north Wales, who has trekked 
the Kungsleden twice. And this, his first guidebook, is undoubtedly a 
timely and valuable item to have in your rucksack when sallying forth 
into the Swedish wilderness which is rapidly growing in popularity, 
especially among travellers from outside Scandinavia. Of particular 
value, is that the less-used, quieter, less-publicised southern half of 
the route from Kvikkjokk to Hemavan, which is no less impressive 
than the more popular northern sections of the Kungsleden, is de-
scribed in detail for the first time in English.

The Kungsleden will likely be an introduction to true wilderness 
trekking for a lot of people, and it is important to ensure that you are 
properly prepared and equipped for the terrain and climate. Laing 
provides a cornucopia of concise information about the where, the 
how, and the when, to go. particularly useful is the information on 
public transport. as this is a linear, multi-day route, and as visitors will 
undoubtedly be using public transport to get around, it is important 
to have up-to-date data on bus and train times to and from the main 
towns and cities to the trailheads, and helicopter services between 
the huts and various settlements, particularly in the autumn when the 

trekking tHe kungSLeden: 
tHe king’S traiL tHrougH 
nortHern Sweden 
- mike Laing
a review by sharron schwartz 
of PurPle Peak adventures
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timetables change. We have found Swedish public transport to be, 
on the whole, very reliable, reasonably priced, and convenient, and 
Laing covers this well in his introduction section, with further details 
provided in Appendix B (pp. 260-1) and the discrete trail section 
descriptions. 

no less important are the facilities along the way. If you are plan-
ning on trekking the whole route, you will need to bring a tent, as 
there is no STF accommodation along parts of the southern half of 
the trail, and even undertaking shorter sections means that you will 
need to reprovision with food supplies along the way, as only the 
largest huts, such as those at abisko, Saltoluokta, Kvikkjokk, am-
marnäs and Hemavan, provide meals. Laing’s advice to become STF 
members before embarking on a big chunk of the Kungsleden is 
sound, as we found that the savings you make as members are sub-
stantial.

It’s a great experience to stay at a STF hut, where everyone is ex-
pected to muck in with chores ranging from cleaning your dorm, to 

fetching drinking water or chopping wood, but they are expensive. 
So unless you have a very deep pocket, camping along some, or all, 
of the way is advisable, and Laing provides information about (paid) 
camping at the huts and also the locations of good free wild spots 
away from the huts. personally, I think it’s better to invest some time 
hiking well away from the trail to find your own wild camping spot to 
lessen your impact on the environment, than to use publicised pre-
existing sites, many of which are now showing the unfortunate signs 
of overuse with ugly fire ring scars, unsightly signs of human defeca-
tion, and destroyed or denuded vegetation. 

Many huts have shops, but not all, and most of these are very 
well-stocked with (quite expensive) essential items such as dried 
foods, cooking fuel, snack bars, insect repellent (essential in sum-
mer against mosquitoes), sanitary/first aid items and batteries, while 
some even stock fresh eggs and cans of beer! Laing notes that to 
keep costs down, it is possible to mail ahead extra supplies to some 
of the huts which can then be collected en route; for a small fee the 
hut warden will store them until you collect them. This isn’t a bad 
idea, as quite apart from the savings made by providing your own 
food, towards the end of the season we found that some huts which 
are not provisioned regularly by helicopters can run low on certain 
items.

It’s important to know what times the huts open and close (vital 
if you are trekking at the fag-end of the season), as well as knowing 
which ones have shops and saunas. Laing’s useful graph (appendix 
A, Summary of Facilities, pp. 257-9) lists the various hut facilities and 
their payment arrangements, and more in-depth information is pro-
vided in his introductory section under ‘accommodation’. The con-
tact details for most of the main huts are listed in appendix B.

One thing when undertaking a trek lasting weeks, is where to 
launder clothing. Most huts have sinks for washing clothes and excel-
lent drying rooms, but there comes a time when trekking garments 
need to be properly laundered. Laing notes that there is a washing 
machine at a hostel in Jäkkvik, but this detail is buried in the text. 
Here, an index, for some reason not usually included in Cicerone 



guides, would come in handy for quick reference. 
The various route section descriptions are very concise but ad-

equate, and are an accurate portrayal of the sections of the trail we 
have so far trekked, giving details of the amount of ascent and de-
scent, length from hut to hut, and type of terrain encountered. plan-
ning needs to be carefully thought through on the northern section 
in particular, as several lakes must be crossed in succession. You can 
save a considerable amount of money by rowing yourself in one of 
the boats provided free of charge on the seven mandatory, and four 
optional, boat crossings encountered along the route. If you do not 
want to row yourself, you can catch a motorised pay boat, but these 
are by no means cheap. 

It’s worth noting that some of the lakes entail a 3km-plus journey 
one way, and you must always ensure that there is a boat on the 
opposite side of the lake for the next person to use, which could 
conceivably mean a round trip of over nine kilometres if you have to 
row back and return towing a boat! not all of the motorised boats 
are operated by the STF, and towards the end of the season services 
are more limited as the Sámi begin herding reindeer. appendix C on 
p.262 provides a useful information table about the boat crossings. 
and for those who can’t live without social media, appendix a also 
details where you are likely to receive a mobile phone signal. useful 
for booking those boat crossings, or a sumptuous evening meal or 
cosy bed for the night at one of the huts!

The maps are adequate, especially as the route is generally well 
marked, but in some places spotting signs might be a little hard in 
persistent mist and low cloud. However I’d recommended also car-
rying some paper maps (such as the 1:75,000 Outdoorkarten maps 
mentioned by Laing) which show the route in more detail, and more 
importantly have grid lines which, in conjunction with a GpS, would 
allow you to locate yourself with a bit more precision. The link to 
downloadable GPX files for all the sections described in the guide is 
an excellent inclusion.

as a native of a distinct, historically separate ‘Celtic’ region within 
the uK with a (now) recognised national minority language and 

inhabited by a group of people accorded ethnic minority status 
protected under European law, I find it particularly heartening to see 
that Laing has included, alongside those in Swedish and english, a 
glossary of Sámi words. But the list of topographical words in this 
Finno-ugric language could be much expanded. The Sámi were the 
first to settle in the hostile environment of the Western European 
arctic, and have lived in the northern latitudes of Sweden, Finland, 
norway, and Russia’s Kola peninsula for millennia. But in common 
with many ethnic minorities across europe, they suffered immense 

persecution at the hands of national governments who tried their 
damndest to erase their language, animist beliefs and cultural cus-
toms. Thankfully, this dark chapter of history has largely passed and
the Sámi are now europe’s only recognised indigenous group. It 
is their language, depicted in the place-name elements along the 
Kungsleden that impart meaning to the landscape, and enhances 
one’s overall appreciation of the arctic environment and enjoyment 
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of this superlative trekking route.
In common with many Cicerone guidebooks, the accompany-

ing images are of variable quality, with many rather small and not 
particularly inspiring, compared to those featured in neregård’s 
Kungsleden guidebook. Moreover, there is scope for improvement 
by expanding the description to include additional features off the 
main route, perhaps in a future edition? 

Rather than trek the whole Kungsleden, many people opt to 
complete just certain sections, and this guide makes it easy to plan 
your visit accordingly. The joy about trekking in this part of europe is 
the freedom to roam and wild camp under the law of Allemansrätten 
(the everyman’s right), and there is ample opportunity to break away 
from the Kungsleden to do so. There are myriad additional trails 
and shortcuts to and from the Kungsleden which can be seamlessly 
woven into your trekking itinerary, and links made to other long 
distance routes such as the 140km long Padjelantaleden, and the 
800km Nordkalotten Trail running across northern Scandinavia.

Indeed, Laing includes the details of the highly popular L-shaped 
105km trail from Abisko to Nikkaluokta which is the setting for the 
annual Fjällrävan Classic hiking race, and officially known as the 
Dag Hammarskjöldeden, a pilgrim’s route launched by the Swedish 
Church in memory of Swedish diplomat and philosopher, Dag Hjal-
mar agne Carl Hammarskjöld, who owned a cabin at abisko. It joins 
the Kungsleden at the Singe Hut. also included is the climb of Keb-
nekaise (2,097m), Sweden’s highest mountain, which can be tackled 
from the hut bearing its name on the Dag Hammarskjöldeden, which 
makes for a fun-packed day trip. 

However, it would have been useful to perhaps include some 
brief information on the more popular alternative routes and short-
cuts between the huts, especially for those who have walked some of 
the main Kungsleden sections before, and also short excursions that 
can be taken from the huts, maybe on a rest day. examples include 
the two-day trek via unna allakas running parallel to the Kungsleden 
between abiskojaure and alesjaure; the trail to the impressive Fan-
tomen Falls which can be enjoyed as a day trip from the alesjaure 

Hut; and the inexplicable omission of the climb of Skierffe Moun-
tain. Its summit overlooks the beautiful braided channels of the 
Rapadalen Valley and glaciated summits of peaks inside the Sarek 
national park, which is arguably the most famous view in Sweden. 
This entails a roughly 17 km round daytrip from the Aktse Hut, and 
seems to be on everyone’s Kungsleden must-do list.

In summary, this is a most welcome and long overdue guide in 
english to one of europe’s best long distance walking routes. Laing’s 
careful, considered and comprehensive text allows even greenhorns 
to cut their teeth safely in this spellbindingly beautiful wilderness. 
A whole new region of Europe is now firmly placed on the radar of 
english speaking trekkers. and all you have to do is lace up your 
boots and stuff Laing’s guide in your rucksack to go and experience it.

Mike Laing - Trekking the Kungsleden: The King’s Trail through 
Northern Sweden

Cicerone, Kendal, Cumbria, 2019, ISBN 978 1 85284 982 5; 
pp. 266; RRP Price: £17.95



Challenge

To be proficient at self-navigation over open countryside is 
understandably a necessary requirement in the world of Challenge 
Hillwalking. This is the nature of the Challenge Walk that tends to be 
the flagship Event of many a notable Hillwalking Club. 
Whilst many an event now has a guided “B” Walk alternative on 
the day (which of course is to be welcomed), the day true, requires 
serious organisational expertise on the part of the hosting Hillwalking 
Clubs, with a lot of safety procedures in place on the ground. a full 
day’s daylight helps too . . . so this is why alas it will be a good 6 
month before the Challenge Walks Calendar kicks off with gusto once 
again in 2020. 
never remaining idle and never being deterred, this hillwalking 
discipline has bred many a legend in his own lunchtime that can not 
only self-navigate blindfold but can be immersed into the mountains 
in the depths of Winter and easily identify their position while eating 
their hang-sangwiches upside down in a recessed peat hag! Geary 
Brylls eat your heart out (or drink your own “random sample” why 
don’t ya!). 

one such chap is the man, the legend, the lug walk champion in 
perpetuity - tom milligan! 
Tom, in his wisdom, decided one day to walk the Lug Walk Challenge 
. . . when he got to the end, he turned on his heels and did it again 
in reverse! On return to his original starting point he said “. . . do you 
know what? “ and off he took once again to complete a third Lug 
Walk Challenge - rolling home at the same time as many of the later 
finishers on that Day! 
Tom, who most recently, has been busy at the helm of the Hardy 
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Tom Milligan on the art O’neill Walk hardy buck
JIm holmes DoFFs hIs Cap to one oF the legenDs oF 
Challenge walkIng In IrelanD
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reports anD upComIng events In the Challenge walks CalenDar

annuals Challenge Walk, has always championed the long distance 
walk! The Hart Walk (for Hardly Bucks Only!) sees the Walker 
labouring 53km before the first summit even begins! 
You can read all about pains on the Hart Walk here . . . 
mountainviews.ie/cms/mv1/node/101
But more infamous is the art o’neill Challenge walk which Tom in 
his custodial wizardry put on the map (and on the Calendar) many, 
many years ago. 
Today the art O’neill is run as a private enterprise that is more a race 
for the ultra-running fraternity, however a much-needed contribution 
is made to the Dublin Wicklow Mountain Rescue. 
You can read all about the art O’neill Walk (historically speaking) 
here . . . 
www.simonstewart.ie/Longwalk/ArtONeill/art_oneill.htm
Tom is at present, yet again, in the throes of organising the art O’neill 
Walk once again for his own Walking Club the Irish Ramblers. 
They hope to do this Walk in January when, you’ve guessed it; 
navigation can be at its trickiest! 
another legend in his own lunchtime is the incredible gerard 
sheehy, who MountainViews has learnt is nearing completion of an 
unbelievable feat!! 
Gerard is but a hop, skip and jump away from completing the ascent/
descent gain of 100,000 meters a year over open country and 
mountainside! Oh, and did I forget to mention that this for the last 
three years in a row too!! 
Loike Lads . . . this is akin to doing 130 Croagh Patricks a year (from 
sea level) . . . and then doing it all again next year . . . and the year 
after! 
It is with great anticipation that MountainViews hopes to secure the 
sole rights to an exclusive interview with Gerard when this incredible 
achievement draws to a close! Our people are talking to his people 
and both fiscal and legal contracts should be in place soon! 

So even though there may 
not be a Calendar Walk 
until next year - there are 
Clubs (like na Sléibhte to 
whom Gerard is pro) that 
do a like-minded Walk each 
month - or indeed most 
Hillwalking Clubs run, on a 
regular basis, a full “a” Walk 
where you can certainly 
learn all about self-
navigation. I see too how 
The Wayfarers Hillwalking 
Club are open to new 
members with “getting to 
know you” Hikes. 
anD . . .  Ronan O’Connor 
(from The Wayfarers . 
. . now there’s another 
Legend true (crickey, if we 

get started, we could be here forever . . .) has just informed me of the 
date for next year’s Blackstairs Challenge!! 
16th of May should be kept clear at all costs so as to support a 
Challenge Walk near you! 
So stay tuned to this channel where all Challenge Walks information is 
published as it arrives to our ever busy newsroom. 

Onwards and upwards Boys and Girls, 
Keep Safe and enjoy your Day, 
Jim Holmes. 

The Wayfarers : wayfarersassociation.com/
The Irish Ramblers : theramblers.ie/

Tom Milligan on 
the Wicklow Way



photo oF the month

Taken on an October evening, this is the view from Slieve Binnian in the Mournes towards many of the high peaks.  
b  Mark Brennan (wicklore)
Original summit comment: mountainviews.ie/summit/79/comment/20670/



InternatIonal photo oF the month

Taken in the Spanish Sierra Nevada, this is the view towards the Caldera Peaks and  Mulhacen, 3482m    
b David Owens (Onzy)
Original comment: mountainviews.ie/track/4225



eDItor’s aDDItIonal pICks
more examples of outdoor photography from our members

Trevenque, Sierra nevada, Spain b eamonoc
Original comment: mountainviews.ie/motleyviews/general/comment/8233/

The Martello Tower on Ireland’s eye b ceadeile
Original comment: mountainviews.ie/island/2326/

Table Mountain W Top b ewen
Original comment: mountainviews.ie/summit/1430/

Lough Macnean from Thur summit  b magnumpig
Original comment: mountainviews.ie/summit/644/



emvee-tube

the best vIDeo pICks For november

Youtube user bradleylinemihler has an adventurous day on Caoinkeen

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7zU6GhnZsw

MV user gerrym takes a dander up Banagher Glen

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXUWwNoKDP8





notICes

• If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests 
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses, 
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities. 
When walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. use 
stiles or gates wherever possible. never do anything that could 
allow animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. ask 
permission where appropriate.

• Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.
• If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the pSnI or 

Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle it in 
future. Store the numbers. In northern Ireland use the pSnI non-
emergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can find 
the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.ie/
Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow: the 
Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

• If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in 
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish 
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121 

• Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned). 
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the 
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these 
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact 
numbers for other areas.

• If you see a fire or someone doing something that could start 
a fire, report it.  In NI phone 999, in the Republic 112 or Coillte: 
1890 800 455.

• If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we 
would appreciate a summit rating and also GpS readings for 
summits.

• If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit 
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid 
refs in place comments for different starting points show up on 
MountainViews maps.

Visit the MountainViews Facebook page:
facebook.com/mountainviewsie/
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